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We consider semilinear stochastic evolution equations driven by a cylindrical Wiener process. They can 
be used as models for stochastic reaction-diffusion systems. Under certain conditions we prove existence, 
uniqueness and ergodicity of the invariant measure and the strong law of large numbers. For this purpose 
a Girsanov type theorem is also proved. These results are applied to stochastic-reaction diffusion equations 
appearing in physics. 
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1. Introduction and preliminaries 
Let us consider the following formal stochastic partial differential equation 
(1.1) 
on (s, ~0) x (0, l), s 2 0, together with the initial condition 
n(s, x) = n,(x), XE r0,11, 
and the boundary conditions 
u(t,O)=u(t,l)=O, t*s. 
Here W: 0 x R: --f Iw is a two-parameter Brownian sheet defined over a basic com- 
plete probability space (0, .F,P). We assume that u, E &([O, 11) = {cp E C([O, I]): 
~(0) = p( 1) = 0} is a given non-random function and F: R, x [w + 1w is continuous. 
Since W is P-a.s. nowhere differentiable, r:= (d’/at ax) W can only be defined in 
the sense of random Schwartz distributions, i.e., r : 0 x g(Iw+ x [0, 11) + R is a centred 
Gaussian random functional, which is P-a.s. linear and governed by its covariance 
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functional 
Wcp)r(+) = I dt, xM(t, xl dt dx. R+xCO,ll 
Usually, r is called Gaussian space-time white noise. 
Equations like (1 .I) are used as models of phase transitions both in equilibrium 
and non-equilibrium systems (cf. Hohenberg and Halperin, 1977; Ma, 1976; Haken, 
1978; Ebeling and Klimontovich, 1984) as well as in quantum field theory (cf. Hida 
and Streit, 1977; Parisi and Wu, 1981). In this context F does not depend on t, and 
the function U such that U’= F is assumed to be bounded from above. A typical 
example are polynomials F(u) = Cl= 1 aku k, a, ~0, n odd. One easily verifies that 
the deterministic problem (i.e., (1.1) with r) can be written as a gradient system in 
a certain Sobolev space. That means we have 
with the so-called Ginzburg-Landau functional (or ‘potential’) 
L(q) = I ‘&t(x)l’- u(q(x))l dx. 0 
(S/Sq denotes the Frechet derivative.) Solving the formal Fokker-Planck equation 
corresponding to the formal problem under consideration physicists obtained an 
invariant distribution of the solution u( t, .),ao which is given on C([O, 11) by the 
formal density p(q) = c. exp(-2l(q)) with respect to the ‘Feynman measure’ (the 
nonexisting ‘Lebesgue measure’ on C([O, l])), cf. Haken (1978). 
There exist numerous attempts of a mathematically rigorous treatment of the 
equation (1.1). The first theorems on existence and uniqueness of a (precisely 
defined) solution under physically interesting conditions on F one can find in Faris 
and Jona-Lasinio (1982) (cubic polynomial) and Manthey (1986) (polynomials as 
above). Marcus (1974, 1978) considered the case of monotone functions. Equations 
of type (1.1) were also investigated by Freidlin (1988), Kozlov (1978) and Funaki 
(1983). In order to generalize the above mentioned results Da Prato and Zabczyk 
(1988, 1989) introduced and investigated equations of a more general type. In the 
following we shall use their setting, which is a natural generalization of the situation 
described above and it is based on the classical semigroup approach to evolution 
equations. 
In the sequel we will deal with a semilinear stochastic evolution equation of the 
form 
d&=A&dt+f(t,&)dt+dw, (1.2) 
in a Banach space (E, (1.11) continuously embedded into a Hilbert space (H, 1. () 
with an inner product ( *, .). W e assume that E and H are real and separable and 
that E is a Bore1 set in H. By w we denote an H-valued cylindrical Wiener process. 
The main assumptions are the following: 
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(Al) The linear operator A defines a strongly continuous semigroup S = (S( t))tao 
in the space E which is extendable to a strongly continuous semigroup S, in the 
space H with an infinitesimal generator Ao. 
(A2) The operator A, is self-adjoint and negative definite, and A,’ is nuclear. 
The measure y = X(0, -;A,‘), i.e., the Gaussian measure with mean zero and 
covariance operator (- $AJl, is supported by E. 
(A3) For a Bore1 measurable function cp on E put 
for x E E, where Y, =X(0, ji &(2r) dr). 
There exists an E-valued and E-continuous process z = (~(t))~-_~ with z(0) = 0 
defined on (0, $,5’) and Markovian with respect to an increasing family (5,),s0 
of u-fields in 9 and the transition semigroup 6. 
(A4) The function f:R+ x E + H is measurable. For all T> 0 there exists a 
constant KT such that f satisfies the inequality 
If(6 x) -f(t, u)ls KT. IIX-YII, 
for JJxI( + Ily(( + t s i? Furthermore, for all s - > 0, x E E and E-continuous functions 
4 defined on [s, a) with 4(s) = 0 the deterministic integral equation I u(t)=S(t-.ss)x+ J Sd-r f(cu(r)) dr+4(r), tss, s 
has a unique global solution u = u(t; s, x, 4) in E which is E-continuous, and 
sup Il4c s,o, 4111 <a (1.3) 
s5r-s-7. 
II d II s M 
holds for all 0~s~ T<oo, M>O. 
Following Zabczyk (1989) we call any E-continuous and (sf),s, adapted process 
k = (5?“),~, satisfying the equation 
J 
* &s’“= S(t-s)x+ S( t - r)f( r, 5:“) dr + z(t) - S( t - s)z(s) 
s 
for any t 2 s P-a.s. the mild solution of (1.2) with initial condition 6:” =x. From 
the results of Zabczyk (1989) it follows that if (Al)-(A4) are fulfilled then for all 
s > 0, x E E there exists a mild solution 5 of (1.2) which is Markovian and 
5t”=u(t;s,x,z(t)-S(t-s)z(s)). 
Clearly, the concept of a mild solution depends on the version of the Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process z, but the finite-dimensional distributions of 5 are independent 
of this version, see Zabczyk (1989). 
Let us notice that the conditions (Al)-(A3) are very natural and in fact they mean 
that the solution of the corresponding linear equation (f= 0) is a well-defined 
process in E with an E-continuous version which is Markovian, and its transitional 
semigroup is symmetrizable (cf. Zabczyk, 1989, Theorem 1). 
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Similarly, a nonexplosion condition of type (A4) is necessary for the solution of 
the semilinear equation (1.2) to be well-defined. The ‘uniform nonexplosion condi- 
tion’ (1.3) is imposed rather for technical reasons, however it is satisfied in many 
important cases as seen in Section 4. 
For our basic example (1.1) the natural choice is H = L,(O, l), E =@,,([O, l]), 
A, = d2/dx2, 9 (A,) = {u E H, u, U' are absolutely continuous, U” E H, u (0) = u (1) = 
0}, Ax=A,x for XE ~(A)={xE 9(A,)nE:Aox~E}. In this case (Al)-(A3) are 
satisfied. Conditions guaranteeing (A4) are given by Da Prato and Zabczyk (1988, 
1989). Other kinds of conditions guaranteeing (A4) which are suitable from a 
viewpoint of applications to stochastic reaction-diffusion equations considered at 
the beginning is discussed in Section 4 of this paper. 
Dealing with (1.1) or (1.2) most of the authors investigated only the time 
homogeneous case (f(t, x) =f(x)). In addition, usually, it is assumed that f is of 
potential type. In the above introduced setting the latter means that the following 
condition is satisfied. 
(A5) There exists a function U: R, x E + R, bounded from above and such that 
U( . , x) E @’ for all x E E. For any N > 0 there exists a constant KN such that 
if t + (]x(( G N, N > 0. The directional derivative D,U( t, x)h exists at any point x E E 
and for any direction h E E. Moreover, it holds 
o,u(r,x)h=(f(t,x),h), GEE. 
In applications to stochastic reaction-diffusion equations the potentiality condition 
(A5) is usually satisfied for the equation of the form (1.1). However, it need not be 
fulfilled if a system of such equations is considered. (In physics potentiality corres- 
ponds to the conservativeness of the field. However there are many examples of 
interest, for instance, in biology, where the potentiality condition is unnatural.) In 
the time-homogeneous case it was shown by Zabczyk (1989) that if the assumptions 
(Al)-(A5) are fulfilled, then there exists an invariant measure CL* for the solution 
to (1.2), which has the form 
p* = c+ exp(2U(x))y(dx), 
where y is the measure defined in (A2) and c > 0 denotes a normalizing constant. 
Similar results in more particular cases were obtained earlier for instance by Funaki 
(1983), Marcus (1978), Chow (1985) and Shigekawa (1987) in a different setting. 
The paper is divided into four sections. In our Section 2 we assume that f is of 
potential type (A5). The main result of this section is the so-called strong Feller 
property in the narrow sense. As a consequence of this property we prove that the 
transitional probabilities are mutually absolutely continuous. In the time- 
homogeneous case these two facts imply that the process is ergodic and satisfies 
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the strong law of large numbers and, consequently, the invariant measure is unique. 
This part of the paper represents an extension of results of Maslowski (1989), where 
analogous results are obtained under more restrictive assumptions. 
In Section 3 assumption (A5) is lifted, but f is assumed to be extendable to H 
and locally Lipschitzian with at most linear growth in the norm of H (assumption 
(A6) in Section 3). We prove a Girsanov type theorem (Theorem 3.1) which we 
believe can be of independent interest. Using this theorem (more precisely, the 
equivalence of transitional probabilities of the solutions of the equation (1.2) and 
the corresponding linear equation) we obtain results analogous to those in Section 
2. Also, we give a condition for existence of an invariant measure (Theorem 3.3) 
since the above quoted existing results by J. Zabczyk cannot be used in this case. 
Section 4 contains applications of the above results to the case of a reaction- 
diffusion equation (1.1) and a system of such equations, respectively. Specific 
conditions on the nonlinear termf are given under which the results of the preceding 
sections can be applied. 
For a Banach space X we denote by a(X), Ml(X), C(X) and Q,(X) the families 
of Bore1 sets, bounded Bore1 measurable functions, continuous functions and 
bounded continuous functions on X, respectively. We write simply Ml = M(X) etc., 
if there is no danger of confusion. We set U,(x) = {y E X: distance(y, x) < R} for 
R > 0 and use the symbol Var for the total variation of a measure on the whole 
space. The notation 2(X, Y) stands for the space of bounded linear operators 
X + Y, N for the set of natural numbers and R, for the non-negative real numbers. 
For 0 s t, s f2 s 00 we denote by CO( t, , tZ; X) the set of X-valued and X-continuous 
functions rp : [t, , t2) + X with p( tl) = 0. We write @‘,‘(A x B) for the set of all real 
functions defined on A x B c X x Y, A, B open, with continuous first and second 
FrCchet derivative, respectively, of the corresponding components. Finally, denote 
by P(s, t, X, A), 0 s s s t, x E E, A E 93(E) the transition probability function of the 
Markov process corresponding to the solution of (1.2). In the time-homogeneous 
case(f(t,x)=f(x))weputp(&x,A)=P(O,t,x,A), tSO,xEE,AcSZI(E). 
2. The potential case 
2.1. Main results 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the so-called strong Feller property in 
the narrow sense introduced by Girsanov (1960, Theorem 2.1), and some of its 
consequences. Throughout the section the conditions (Al)-(AS) are assumed to be 
fulfilled. In particular f( r, *) is a gradient of a suitable bounded potential function 
U( t, . ), t > 0. The main result is the following: 
Theorem 2.1. Assume that (Al)-(A5) are satis$ied. Then 
Var(P(s, t,x,;)-P(s, t,xO, .))-+O 
holds as x, + x,, in E for all 0 =S s < t. 
(2.1) 
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Remarks. (1) Obviously, (2.1) is stronger than the usual strong Feller property 
T,,,(M) c C, 0 c s < t, where T,,, : M + Ml is defined by 
(2) The assertion of Theorem 2.1 need not be true for other (than cylindrical) 
types of Wiener processes G, even if G is ‘non-degenerate’ in the sense that its 
covariance is strictly positive. For instance, consider the linear equation 
d&=A& dt+d$, (2.2) 
where 6 is a H-valued Wiener process with a nuclear covariance operator W > 0. If 
((I 
f l/2 
Range S(t) = Range S(r) WS(r) dr 
> > 
(2.3) 
0 
for all t > 0, then the assertion of Theorem 2.1 is valid for the solution of (2.2), see 
Maslowski (1989, Proposition 2.13). However, it can happen that (2.3) is not fulfilled, 
i.e., 
S( t)x E Range 
((i 
f l/2 
S(r) WS( I) dr 
0 > > 
for some XE H, t> 0. In this case xk = k-lx+0 in H, but P(t, xk, .) and p(t, 0, .) 
are singular for all k > 0, see again Maslowski (1989, Remark 2.12). 
As a consequence of Theorem 2.1 we get the following fact. 
Theorem 2.2. Assume (Al)-(A5). Then the transition probability functions P( s, t, x, . ), 
0 c s < t, x E E are equivalent, i.e., mutually absolutely continuous, for any$xed t > 0. 
As noticed in Section 1 in the time-homogeneous case (f(t, x) =f(x), 
P(s, t, x, r) = p( t - s, x, r)) there exists an invariant measure p*(dx) = 
exp(2U(x))y(dx). Using Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain the following statement. 
Theorem 2.3 (The strong law of large numbers). Let cp : E + R be a measurable 
function satisfying 
I 
lcp\ +*<a. 
Then 
1 T -. 
I T o 
d-5:) dt + 
I 
(P(Y)P* (dy), T+m, 
E 
$-a.s. for all x E E. Consequently, for any r E 93 (E) and a measure v dejined on 93(E) 
we have 
1 = -. 
II T o E 
p(t,x,T)v(dx)dt+p*(r), T+co. 
In particular, the invariant measure p”* is unique. 
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2.2. Proofs 
Since the proof of Theorem 2.1 is rather technical let us at first outline its main 
idea. We utilize the fact that the solution 5 can be approximated in E by solutions 
& of finite-dimensional systems of equations as shown in Zabczyk (1989). To these 
solutions we can apply the techniques of finite-dimensional stochastic analysis to 
obtain the strong Feller property in the narrow sense ‘uniform with respect to the 
space dimension’, see 2.2.2. Then it remains to use the approximation procedure to 
obtain the desired result in the infinite-dimensional case. 
For the convenience of the reader let us first describe the finite-dimensional 
approximating systems of equations. They are exactly those introduced in Zabczyk 
(1989), where it was proved that there exist sequences t, > 0, t, JO, m, + co such 
that the linear mappings II,, defined by 
IT,x:= : exp(-tnak)(x, ek)ek, x E H, 
k=l 
satisfy I& E 3(E, E,), where E,, = Lin{e,, . . . , e,,,}, and (ek) is the ONB consisting 
of the eigenvectors of -A0 corresponding to the eigenvalues ((Ye). Moreover, 
IIK II Y(E,E,,j G T holds for a constant T > 0 (obviously ((IT,, jI3cHI =S 1) and 17,x + x in 
E asn+oOforallxEE.Define U,,(t,x):=U(t,I&x)andf,(t,x):=D,U,,(t,x)and 
consider the system 
dY,(t)= (AYnCt)+f,(t, J',(t)) dt+-dwn(t), 
where 
w,(t) = ? Pi(t)ei 
i=l 
for a sequence (pl) of independent standard scalar Wiener processes. 
(2.4) 
2.2.1. It holds 
T$‘cp -f T,,,cp, n+a, 
uniformly on compact sets for any 0 6 s s t, cp E C,(E), where T,,, is dejined as above 
and T$’ are introduced analogously by (T$‘cp)(x) = (E~J( Y:“(t)). 
Proof. See Zabczyk (1989, Theorem 4). 0 
Consider a system of stochastic differential equations of the form 
d&n(t) = 
, 
-aI 0 . . . 0 
0 -ff2 0 
,o -a, 
,I dt+Fn(t, h(t)) dt+dwn(t), 
(2.5) 
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n EN, where LY~ are the eigenvalues of the operator -Ao, w, is an n-dimensional 
standard Wiener process and F,, = (F,,i) Y=‘=, : R x R” + R”. By the continuity of the 
embedding E + H there exists a constant c > 0 such that ) * 1 s c- II*II. Denote by 1. (,, 
the Euclidean norm in R” and by I( . IIn a norm in the same space such that 
I.1 n s c. 11. Iln, where c is taken from the inequality above. Assume that there exist 
functions V,:Iw+xlw”+[w, V,,E@‘~*(IW+XIW”), such that F,(t;)=grad V,,(t;) and 
IV,(G)- W,Y)I-G lb-Ylln, 
IF,(t,x)-F,(t,Y)l,~M,. lb-Ylln, 
hold for all x, y E R”, 0 c t s T, n E N, T > 0, where MT does not depend on n. Denote 
by P,, the transition probability function for &. 
2.2.2. For any R,> 0, 0 c s c t, there exists a continuous nondecreasing function 
w:[w++[w+, w(O)=O, such that 
Var(P,(s, 4x;)-P,(x, 4y,~))~~w(ll~-~ll~), 
for all x, y E [w”, 1x1, + lyln s RO, where w is independent of n EN. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is similar to the time-homogeneous case (see Maslowski, 
1989, Lemma 3.1). Denote by X;;X( t) the solution of (2.5) with F,, = 0, i.e., 
where 
> 
” 
vn(t)=(vn,i(t))Y=‘=,= ev(--cY,(t- r)) d&(r) 
i=l 
and 
Set 
Ki( t) = lE( VJ t))* = (1 -exp(-2ait))/2ai 
and denote by +,,( t, x, - ) the transition densities of X,,, i.e., 
1 
4n(t3X3y)= (2T)n/*. n;=, (Ki(t))“/*eXP 
’ (yi-Xi eXp(-Cl&))” 
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t > 0, x = (xi) :=, and y = (y,) YE 1 . The finite-dimensional Girsanov formula yields 
P,(% r,x,y)=~,(t-s,x,y)~,(s, t,x,Y), 
for the density P~(s, t, x, y) = P,(s, t, x, dv)/dy, where 
[ (I 
f 
Qn(s, t,x,v)=E ev F,(r, X?(r)) dw,(r) 
5 
Applying It6’s formula to V, (r, Xff( r)) we obtain 
J 
f 
F,,(r, X:x(r)) dw,(r)-$ J ’ IF,,(r, X:“(r))\‘, dr s s 
= V,,(t, X;“(t))- V,,(s, x)+ J ’ B,(r, X:“(r)) dr, s 
where 
(2.7) 
Put 
rln(r) = (77,,i(r))Ll 
=((Vn,i(r>-exp(-ai(r-s))Y,,,(S)-H,,i(s, r, t)) 
x(V,,i(t)-exP(-cui(t-s))~~,i(S))):=~ 
and 
fL(S, r, t) = tHn,i(4 r, t))L’=l 
exp(-q(t-r))-exp(-q(f+r-22s)) n = 
( 1 -exp(-q(t-s)) > ’ i=l 
ssrst. Now we have 
XS;“(r)=Sn(r-s)x+H,(s, r, t)(v,(t)-SS,(t--s)Y,(S))+77,(r), 
and v,(r) is stochastically independent of v,,(t) - S,,( t -s) v,(s) for s < r < t. By 
(2.6) and (2.7) it follows that 
R(s, t, x,_~)=exp(V,(t,~)- V,(s, x)) 
XlEexp (I 
f 
&(S,(r-s)x 
S 
+ K(s, r, t)(y - S,(t - s)x) + q,(r)) dr 
> 
. (2.8) 
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For any x, , x2 E R” we have 
(2.9) 
and using (2.7) and the fact that 
we can proceed in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 in Maslowski (1989). 
Both terms on the right-hand side of (2.9) can be made arbitrarily small for sufficiently 
small 11x, -x21Jn, uniformly with respect to n EN. This ends the proof of 2.2.2. cl 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (i) Assume at first 
lW,x)-W,Y)l~~T. IIX-YII, 
If(4X)-f(4Y)l~&* lb-YII, lw4.+&, (2.10) 
forallx,yEE,OsrtT, T>O,wherefi,>O.ForanyOCs<t,(xk)CE,xk+xOin 
E, we have 
+iT::,'cpWnxo)- T,,&o)b 
Taking R,> 0 suitably large we can use 2.2.2 to obtain 
ITl~‘cp(n,x,)-TS~‘~(17,x,)l~w(C. I~x,-xxol1). 
(Note that fn ( t, x) = ZIJ( t, I7,, x). Since (xk)T=r is compact we get 
IT,,,cP(x,)-TII;‘(P(17,xk)l~O as n+‘a, 
for any cp E &,(E), uniformly in k 2 0. Hence 
Var(P(s, t,xk,‘)-P(s, t,xo,.))sw(c. Ijxk-xo\I). 
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(ii) It remains to remove the additional assumption (2.10), which will be achieved 
by an approximation. Take a sequence V,, : Iw+ x E + R such that LJ,, (1, x) = ZJ( t, x), 
t > 0, IJxI( < n, holds and for every n EN the assumptions (2.10) are satisfied with 
.!J = U,,, f=f” = D,U,. By (A4) it follows that for any compact set Kc E and 
OSsS t we have 
Hence P’“)( s, t, x, A) + P( s, t, x, A) as n + M uniformly in x E K and A E 93(E), 
where PC”’ stands for the transition probability function corresponding to the 
equation 
d&,(t) = (A&(t)+f,(t, 5,(t))) dr+dw(t). 
Consequently, 
Var(P’“‘(s, t,x, *)-P(s, t,x, *))+O, n+a, 
uniformly in x from a compact set. Thus 
Var(JYs, t, xk, . ) - P(s, t, x0, * )) 
svar(P(s, t, xk, e)-P(“)(s, t, xk, ‘)) 
+Var(P’“‘(s, t, xk, ‘) -P’“‘(s, t, x0, ‘)) 
+Var(P’“‘(s, t, x0, a) - P(s, t, x0, .)), 
and the right-hand side can be made arbitrarily small if k is large enough. This 
ends the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 
2.2.3. Assume (Al)-(A4). Then P(s, t, x, U)> 0 holds for 0~ s < t, x E E and 0# 
U c E, U open. 
Proof. Take ZE U and E>O such that U,(Z)={~EE: ((y-z((<E}c U. By (A4) 
there exists a function rp E co(s, t; E) such that 
u(t; 6 x, rp) E %,2(z), (2.11) 
on the interval (t - 8, t) we define cp linearly. By (A4) it follows that (2.11) holds, 
if we choose 6 > 0 small enough. Furthermore, there exists a A > 0 such that 
u(t; s,x, 4)~ U,(z) for all +E Uc@,(s, t; E), where U={4: s~p~~,,~((cp-~~(<A} 
(see Zabczyk, 1989, Proposition 5). It remains to show 
P(z(.)-S(‘_S)Z(S)E U)>O. (2.12) 
The processes z(r) - S(r - s)z(s), r 3 s, are identically distributed, and hence (2.12) 
is equivalent to 
P(Z(.)E ir>>O, (2.13) 
where fi = (4 E Co(O, t-s; E): c&(. + s) E U}. Following Da Prato and Zabczyk 
(1988, Proposition 2) we obtain that the Gaussian measure introduced by z in the 
space co(O, t-s, E) is full what implies (2.13). •I 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. Take xoe E, 0s s, < s2< t arbitrarily and assume 
P(sZ,t,xO,A)>Ofor some AeSI(E). Theorem2.1 yields P(s,,t,y,A)>Ofory~ 
U c E, U # 0, U open. Since 
PCs 1, t, x, A) 3 J P(~~,t,~,A)P(s,,s*,x,dy), XEE, u 
we get P( s, , t, x, A) > 0, x E E. Conversely, assume P( s, , t, x0, A) > 0 for some x,, E E, 
A E $33 (E). Taking any s3 E ( s2, t) by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation we obtain 
P( sj , t, y,, A) > 0 for some y0 E E. Repeating now the above arguments with the pair 
s2, s3 instead of si, s2 we get P(s,, t, x, A) > 0, x E E. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. At first let us prove that the invariant measure /** is ergodic. 
If the converse is true then there exist Bore1 sets A,, A2 such that p(Ai) > 0, 
P( t, xi, Ai) = 1 for all t > 0, xi E Ai, i = 1,2. By 2.2.3 both A,, A2 are dense in E. But 
T,l,,(x)=P(t,x,A,)=l for XEA, and T,l,,(x)=O for XEA, and therefore T,la, 
is discontinuous what contradicts the strong Feller property. Thus F* is ergodic, 
and it follows that 
J 
T 
T-’ . (~(53 dt + J p(x)p* (dx), T+ CO, a.s., 0 E
for y E J% c E, where p*(A) = 1. By Theorem 2.2 and the definition of an invariant 
measure the measure p( to, x, . ) and p* are equivalent for any to > 0, x E E. Therefore, 
P(t,, x, E\J%) = 0 and consequently, as T+a, 
( J 
T 
P T-‘a (~(5:) dt+ CP(Z)P* (dz) 
0 E 
=$ T-l. ( J (~(5:) dt + CP(Z>P* (dz) +I 
=i,+lY[ 
J E
T 
(~(63 dt + 
0 E 
3. The non-potential case 
3.1. Main results 
In this section we drop the assumption of potentiality (A5). For simplicity we deal 
only with the autonomous case (i.e., f: E --, H instead off: R, x E + H). 
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Throughout this section we assume (Al)-(A4) and 
(A6) The mapping f is defined on H and satisfies 
tf(+L. (l+/xl), XEH, 
and 
/f(x) -f(Y)1 S LN * ix - Yi> X,YEH, IxI+IvlsN N>O, 
for some LB 0, LN > 0. 
It is easy to see that under the assumption (A6) the equation (1.2) has a unique 
mild solution 5” in H satisfying 50” =x for x = H. 
Most of the results of the present section are based on the following assertion 
which is a kind of Girsanov’s theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume (Al)-(A4) and (A6), and for XE H let Q” and P” be the 
distributions of the processes Zx( *) = S,( * )x + z( .) and [“, respectively, in the space 
C(0, T; H). Then the measures Q” and P” are equivalent for all x E H and 
QG”) exp V(T) =WC?) 
holdsfor all C+Y E &(@(O, T; H)), where 
V(t)= ‘(f(Z”(r)),dw,)-f tz0. 
A simple consequence of Theorem 3.1 is the following: 
Corollary 3.2. Let (Al)-(A4) and (A6) be fulfilled. Then the transitional probabilities 
p( t, x, *) are equivalent for t > 0, x E H. 
We turn now to the problem of existence of an invariant measure for the solution 
process 5. After removing the assumption (A5) the existence result of Zabczyk (1989, 
Theorem 2) cannot be applied. (In fact, the invariant measure need not exist even 
if dim H < 00.) In the following two theorems below we give sufficient conditions 
for the existence. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume (Al)-(A4), (A6) and 
I 
T 
lim inf T-’ * !E/t:[* dt < 00, (3.1) 
T+rn 0 
for some x E H. Then there exists an invariant measure p * with the property t_~ *(E) = 1. 
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From Theorem 3.3 easily follows: 
Corollary 3.4. Assume (Al)-(A4) and (A6), and let If(x x E H, be bounded. Then 
there exists an invariant measure p*, such that p*(E) = 1. 
It turns out that the strong law of large numbers (in the same form as in Theorem 
2.3) is also true. 
Theorem 3.5. Let (Al)-(A4) and (3.1) be fulfilled. Then the strong law of large 
numbers (Theorem 2.3) is valid for the invariant measure /1* constructed in Theorem 
3.3. In particular, p* is the unique invariant measure on E. 
Remark. It is possible to prove the assertion of Theorem 3.5 in the following stronger 
form. 
Assume (Al)-(A4), (A6) and (3.1). Then 
T-’ . 
I 
T 
(~(5:) dt+ cp dp* $-a.s. 
0 I 
as T + a for any x E H and any p*-integrable function (p : H + R and, consequently, 
the invariant measure p”* is unique on H. 
3.2. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We will use the same finite-dimensional approximation 
method as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Set fn(x) =Ii’,,f(IT,,x) and consider the 
finite-dimensional approximating processes Y,, defined on E, by the equation (2.4) 
and their linear counterparts defined by the equation 
dX,(t)=AX,(t)dt+dw,(t), X,(O)= Y,(O)=Il,x=x,. 
Since 
sup IX>(t)-Z”(t)j+0, Ifn(Y)-f(y)l+O, 
O=stST 
as n + 00 for all y E H, and 
Ifn(y)kL.O+I~b, YEW 
by (A6) we get 
I 
o~~f.(X:(~))~2d~-jT o IfW(Q)l* dt+O 
almost surely and 
T 
Cf,(XXt)>, dwm(t))- (f(z”(t)), dw(t)) +O. 1 
2 
E 
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Thus for suitable subsequences (denoted again by Y,, X,,,fn) it follows that 
~(X>)exp v,(T)+cp(Z”)exp V(T), n-,a, (3.2) 
almost surely, where 
K(t) = 
I 
’ (f,(XX~)), dw,(r))-t 
i 
’ k(XXr)>/2 dr, t30. 
0 0 
Assume at first If[ < A for some A > 0. In this case we get 
IEp’(X>) exp(2 V,( T)) G sup(~p(~ exp(h2T) (3.3) 
(cf. Friedman, 1975, Lemma 7.2.2). Since the finite-dimensional Girsanov theorem 
yields 
(Ep(X?) exp V,(T) =lEp( Y>), 
the proof of Theorem 3.1 follows in this case from (3.2) and (3.3). If IfI is not 
bounded we proceed similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 taking a sequence 
fz+f such that f:(x) =f(x) if (xl< m and If$( is bounded on H for every m. 
Denote by P”, the distribution in C(0, T; H) of the processes 5: satisfying the 
equations 
d&“,(t) =&C(t)+f:(&Xm(t)) dt+dw(t), 5:(O) = x, 
and by hz:C(O, T; H)+R+ the densities 
h”,(z) =$$j (z),- z E C(0, T; H). 
From (A4) it follows that Var(Pk -P”)+ 0, m -+a, for all x E H and hence the 
sequence (h,) is fundamental in I1,(C(O, T; H), Q”). One observes that 
7,H) b~(z)(K(z) - Wx)tQ” (dz) 
3 , 
=lElrp(Z”)exp V~(T)-~(Z”)h”(Z”)~-,O, m-,0, (3.4) 
where h” = lim h”, and 
V:(T) = (f%zx(r)), dw(r))-4 
I 
o7 kfZi(Z”(r))12 dr. 
On the other hand, similar considerations as in (3.2) with fz instead of fn show that 
(~(2”) exp Vz( T) + cp(Zx) exp V(T), m + 00, 
almost surely. By (3.4) we get h”(Z”) = exp V(T) and 
Ep(Z”) exp V*,(T) + Eq(Z”) exp V(T), m + co. 
Since we have shown in the first part of the proof that 
Eq(-W exp V*,(T) = WC,) 
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holds for all m E RJ, we get 
Ecp(Zx) exp V(T) = [Ec,o(~“), XE H, 
which concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. q 
Proof of Corollary 3.2. For t > 0, x E H denote by Q( t, x, . ) the distribution of 
ZX(t) = S,( t)x+ z( t) on S(H). From Theorem 3.1 it follows that Q( t, x, a) and 
p( t, x, - ) are equivalent for (t, x) E R, x H. Furthermore, it is easy to see that 
Q( t, x, * ) and Q(s, y, .) are equivalent for t, s > 0, x, y E H, since Q( t, x, . ) = 
~V(&(t)x, 5; S,(2r) dr), Q(s, y, a) = K(S,(s)x, 58 &(2r) dr) are Gaussian and we can 
use Gichman and Skorochod (1971, Theorem 7.4.1) to conclude the proof. q 
The principal idea of the proof of Theorem 3.3 is based on showing the existence 
of an invariant measure p* on the larger Hilbert space H by a method similar to 
that of Ichikawa (1984, Theorem 4.3). Then we verify p*(E) = 1. Note that the 
a-algebras of Bore1 sets %3(E) and a(H) restricted to E coincide since E E B(H). 
In the proof of Theorem 3.3 we will use the two following auxiliary lemmas. 
3.2.1. Let (X,),,, be a sequence of H-valued random variables with distributions 
(PIl)n&J and assume that (en)ntN is an orthonormal basis in H. If 
6) lim ~,,{(xE H: (x(>R})=O 
R-CC 
uniformly in n EN, and 
(ii) the series CT=‘=, E(X,,, ek)’ is convergent uniformly in n EN, then the set (~l.,,),,~~ 
is relatively compact in the weak topology. 
Proof. See Gikhman and Skorokhod (1971, Theorem 6.2.2). q 
3.2.2. For any 40 E&,(H), t > 0, we have (T,cp)(x) = [Ep([:) E C&(H), i.e., 5” is a Feller 
process in H. 
Proof. By (A6) for every x E H the equation (1.2) has an H-valued mild solution 
5” satisfying 50” = x. Assume at first that f is globally Lipschitzian in H. Since 
for some K, , K2 > 0, we obtain by Gronwall’s Lemma 5: + [j’ a.s. in H if x + y in 
H. Consequently, in that case the assertion is true. If f is only locally Lipschitzian, 
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we have 
for some K4> 0 and (random) K3 > 0, K3 <co a.s., where K3 and K4 are independent 
of the choice of x from a bounded set B. By Gronwall’s Lemma we get sup{l[j: OS 
s 5 t, x E B} <co a.s. Thus we can suitably change j outside a sufficiently large ball 
to make it globally Lipschitzian. Using now the first part of the proof we see [;” + .$ 
a.s. in H and, consequently, (T,+)(x) + ( T,cp)(y) as x + JJ in H. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Take a sequence t, -Y 00 such that 
I 
‘V, 
M := lim sup t,’ . E(t-;j2 dr < 00 
n+og 0 
and define 
f” 
p,(A) := t,’ . 
I 
I”(t, x, A) dt, AE 93(H). 
0 
We shall use 3.2.1 to show that (p,,) is relatively compact. 
Obviously, it holds 
J 
r?? 
~u,(z~H:Izl~R)~R-2.t,1. IE)&;)’ dt s Me R-2, 
0 
and hence (i) in 3.2.1 is fulfilled. Let (e,) be the orthogonal basis in H consisting 
of the eigenvectors of -A0 and (ai) the corresponding eigenvalues. We have 
@S, ek>’ C 3 * exp(-2akt) * (x, ek>’ 
f 
> 
2 
+3 *E ew(--cYdt - r)) - (ek,.f(c?)) dr 
(I 
f 
> 
2 
+3 .l.E ew(-4t - r)) dPdr) , 
0 
(3.5) 
where Pk are stochastically independent standard scalar Wiener processes. For i cj 
we can estimate 
ii I-‘-I’( 3 . exp(-2ffu,t) . (x, ekj2 
0 f 2 
+3 .lE (I f%d-ak(t-r)) dPk(r) >> dt 0 
s$((xj2+ 1) . kgi ai’. (3.6) 
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Furthermore, for any F > 0 we have 
exp(-c-uk(t-r)(ek,f(5:)) dr 
exp@(-ak+ e)(t - r))(ek,f(53>’ dr dr 
exp(2(-ak + .z)(t - r))lE(l+ I&:l’) dr dt 
= i 2t,‘L2(1+2a). “‘lE(lf~~:\‘) “exp(2(-a,+s)(t-r))dtdr 
k=i r 
~ j L2(1+2c) 
c 
k=i a~,-& 
(l+t,‘. ~o’~lE\~:lzdr) 
G 
j L2(1+2a)(1+M) 
c 
k=i (Yk-& 
Taking O< F < (Yk, k E N, we obtain by (3.5) and (3.6) that the convergence of the 
series 
is uniform in n E N. Hence {CL,} is weakly relatively compact on S’(H) and there 
exists a sequence (denoted again by (p,,)) such that p,, converges weakly to a 
measure CL*. As 5” is a Feller process we can show that p* is invariant by a standard 
technique. Indeed, for any t > 0, cp E G,(H) we have 
I 
T,cp(z)p* (dz) = lim T,p(z)l*,(dz) 
n-m 
I 
’ ” 
= lim t,’ . T,+.vcp(x) ds 
n-m 0 
‘n+f 
= lim t,’ * TN(X) ds 
n+cc I 
I 
‘” 
= lim t,’ . TN(X) ds 
n-m 0 
= lim 
I 
cp(y)pn(d_v) = cp dp*. 
n+m I 
Furthermore, we have I’( f, x, E) = 1, t > 0, x E E. Thus by Corollary 3.2 it follows 
that p( t, x, E) = 1 for t > 0 and x E H and, consequently, 
P*(E) = I F(t,x, E)p*(dx)=l. Cl H 
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Proof of Corollary 3.4. It suffices to show 
sup @:‘l’< co, 
f>O 
for x E H. We use the estimates (3.5), (3.6) and 
> 
2 
E exp(-ak(t-r))(e,,f(5;x))dr saL2. suplf(x)12, 
XEH 
283 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
which yield 
Hence Corollary 3.4 is proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. At first we will show that pcL* is ergodic. Assume that rl, 
r2~ B(E), rl n r2 = 0, are nontrivial invariant sets, By 2.2.3 it follows that both 
I,, r2 are dense in E. We obtain 
1 1, XEl-*r m--m= o 9 xEr 2, 
but since p( t, x, . ) and Q( t, x, . ) are equivalent we have also 
which contradicts the continuity of Q( t, . , r,) following, e.g., from Theorem 2.1 for 
the linear case (S=O). Thus p* is ergodic which together with the equivalence of 
P(t, x, -), t> 0, XE H (Corollary 3.2) implies the strong law of large numbers (see 
the proof of Theorem 2.3). 0 
4. Applications to stochastic reaction-diffusion equations 
4.1. Examples 
Example 4.1. Consider the formal stochastic partial differential equation (1.1) from 
Section 1. We rewrite the equation in the form (1.2), i.e., 
d& =A& dt+f(t, 6) dl+dw,, 
in the Banach space E = @[O, 11) which is continuously imbedded into the Hilbert 
space H = IL,(O, l), where A, = A, 9(Ao) = {u E H: ZJ, u’ are absolutely continuous, 
u”~H,u(O)=u(l)=0}andAx=A~xforx~~(A)={x~~(A~)nE:A~x~E}.By 
H and 
f:R+xE+H, f(t,x)(.)=F(t,x)(-)), (t,x)~lR+xE. 
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Now we shall specify the assumptions on the nonlinear term F so that our results 
from Section 2 are applicable. We will assume: 
(Fl) For any N 2 1, T > s, there exist positive constants L,, and C,,, such that 
IF@, u,) - F(r, %)I s LiV,,. 1% - UzI 
and 
for any u,,u,E[-N, N], N>O, ~E[s, T]. 
(F2) For every r 2 s 2 0 we have 
sup F( t, u) < c: and inf F(t, u)> c;, 
t4=0 Ii=0 
where SUP,~[~,~I (Ic:l v Ic;l) <co for any T> s. 
Note that if (Fl) holds condition (F2) is equivalent to the following condition: 
(F2”) For every T > s 3 0 there exist two monotonously decreasing functions hT, 
g,:R+R such that 
holds on [s, T] x Iw. 
With the above choice of E, H, w, S, A and A0 the condition (Al) is obviously 
fulfilled, (A2) follows from the fact that the reproducing kernel for X(0, -$A,‘) is 
the space 9(-A:“) = HA(O, 1) c E (cf. Zabczyk, 1989). Theorem 2 in Da Prato and 
Zabczyk (1988) implies (A3). By (Fl) and (F2) the condition (A5) is obviously 
satisfied for 
I 
1 
U( t, x) = $44 x(e)) de, x E -5 
0 
where (a/ay)+(r, u) = F( t, y), (t, y) E R, x R. It remains to verify the validity of 
condition (A4). This is technically more complicated and included in the proof of 
the following Theorem 4.2 which summarizes the results of the present example. 
Theorem 4.2. Let H, E, w, f; A and A, be defined as above and assume that the 
assumptions (Fl) and (F2) are fulfilled. Then the conditions (Al)-(AS) are satisfied 
and, consequently, the assertion of Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2 and (in the time- 
homogeneous case) Theorem 2.3 are valid. 
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Example 4.3. Consider a system of reaction-diffusion equations 
a 
- 1.4, = d, 
a2 
at ~p+.fl(ul v..., U”)-t%(GX), 
(CX)E(W+X(O, 11, (4.1) 
a 2 
; un = 4 ~~u”+j,(%..., un)+ +I(4 x), 
together with the initial conditions 
n,(O, x) = R(X), . . . , U”(O, XI = cpn(x), x E ro, 11, 
and homogeneous boundary conditions 
where d, , . . _ , d,, are positive constants, x : R” + R represents a bounded and globally 
Lipschitz continuous mapping, and 3, stands symbolically for independent space- 
time white noises, i = 1, . . _ , n. Similarly as in the Example 4.1 we give a precise 
mathematical meaning to the problem (4.1) by considering the equation of the form 
(1.2), where E = (@([O, l]))“, H = (L,(O, l))“, A, = (d, * (a’/ax’), . . . , d, . (e’/ax’)) 
with aa = (HA(O, 1) n H2(0, l))“, where HA and H* are the usual Sobolev spaces, 
and f: E + H is defined by 
f(x)(6) = (.71(x(~)), . . . ,“twwL T+E ro, 11. 
The assumptions (Al)-(A3) are fulfilled (similarly as in the Example 4.1) (A4) and 
(A6) follow easily from the Lipschitz continuity of A, i = 1, . . . , n. The existence of 
an invariant measure follows from Corollary 3.4 as f is bounded, i.e., (3.1) holds. 
Hence the statements of Section 3 (Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.2, Theorem 3.4 and 
Theorem 3.5) can be applied to this case (see also Freidlin, 1988, where related 
asymptotic properties for the system of the form (4.1) are studied). 
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.2 
In order to prove Theorem 4.2 we need two auxiliary statements. Let T> 0 be 
arbitrary but fixed. Denote by 11. IIT the sup-norm in C(D,,), where Ds,r = 
[s, T] x [O, 11, and put for M > 0, 
Jurkf = (4 E @(@s,Th $(s, . ) = 0, II4Il T s M, 4 is locally Lipschitzian in t 
uniformly with respect to x E [0, l]}. 
Consider 
1 
u(t, x) = G(t-s,x,~)uh) dy 
+ G(t - 7, x, Y)F(T ~(7, VI) dy dT+ +(t, XL (4.2) 
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where G is the Green’s function of the problem 
u(t,O)=u(t,1)=0, t>o. 
We assume u, E E, $I E AAM, for some M > 0. 
4.2.1. Let F, and F2 be two functions satisfying the condition (Fl). Suppose that the 
equation (4.2) with F = F, has a unique solution ui, i = 1,2. Then ul( t, x) 2 u2( t, x) 
provided F,(t, U)Z F2(t, u), (t, u)ER+xR. 
Proof. We will only sketch the main points of the proof because it is based on 
standard arguments (compare Manthey, 1988). The evolution of the initial condition 
is locally Holder continuous in t for any x E (0, l), see, for example, by Oleinik and 
Kruzhkov (1961, Theorem 2). Since C#J E AM and F is continuous it follows that any 
solution u of the equation (4.2) is Holder continuous in t for any XE (0, 1). Set 
v = ur - u2 and @(t, x) = FI( t, ul( t, x)) - F2( t, u2( t, x)). Then 
~~(f,x)=(Av)(~,x)+~(f,x), rE(s, n XE(O, 11, 
v(s,x)=O, XE[O,l], v(t,O)=v(t, l)=O, tE[S, T]. 
Now the rest is a consequence of the maximum principle. 0 
(4.3) 
The heart of the proof of Theorem 4.2 is the following fact. 
4.2.2. The equation (4.2) has a unique solution u for all u, E E, 4 E AM, M >O. 
Furthermore, 11 u 11 T s L holds for some L > 0 independent of C$ E AM. 
Proof. For N 2 No 2 1 set 
Ev(f, u) = 
F(t, ~1, I+ N 
F( t, N. sign(u)), otherwise. 
Since the functions FN are globally Lipschitzian on [s, T] x Iw it is easy to prove 
that the equation (4.2) with F = FN has a unique solution uN : DJ~J + R. Put 
ri=inf t2s: 
1 
SUP IUi(7,X)/> N 3 iEhI. 
(T,X)ED.T,I I 
From the global Lipschitz continuity we get by Gronwall’s Lemma 
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and rN = r,,,+i . Thus uN+, is the continuation of uN. Let N > SU~~~~~~~U,(X)~ + 1= No 
and introduce 
?r N=inf tss: sup 
1 
lu,(r,x)I>N . 
(VkD,, I 
Obviously, TN G TN+, , N E N, and we can define u( t, x) = UN ( t, x) for (t, x) E Ds,,,w. 
In order to show that u is a solution to (4.5) we have to prove 
lim rrN > T. (4.4) 
N-‘X2 
Fix N 2 No and put FA( t, U) = max( FN (t, u), 0), F,( t, U) = min(F,( f, u), 0) and 
denote by u”, and u; the (unique) solutions of the equation (4.2) with F = F”, and 
F = FN, respectively. By 4.2.1 we obtain u; = z, where 
4c XI = 4(4 x>+ 
I 
1 
G(t - s, x, YMY) dy. 
0 
We have 
IIzII~cM+ sup lu,(x)l=: Mk. 
0=x=1 
Without loss of generality we can assume in (F2*) g, s 0 and h7 2 0. We get 
I 1 
uf,(t,x)s Mk+ 
il 
G(t - 7, x, y)Ft,(~, u&(7, ~1) dy d7 
s 0 
I 1 
GM,+ 
li 
G(~-T,x,Y)~T(z(~,Y))~~~T 
s 0 
G Mk+ T. h,(-M,), 
which yields 
tIut,ll.~Mk+T. M--j&). (4.5) 
Similarly we obtain 
II~NIIT~M~+T.~T(MJ. (4.6) 
AsF,~F,sF&wegetby4.2.1 u- N s UN s u; which together with (4.5) and (4.6) 
yields 
11 uN 11 T s cod T M Us) 
for any N 2 No. It follows that (4.4) is fulfilled. Since u is continuous, it is bounded 
on Ds,T and the uniqueness follows from (Fl). 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. As we have noticed in Example 4.1 it remains to verify only 
(A4). Let M > 0, 0 < s < T, be given and take an arbitrary 4 E C(s, T; E), II 4 (( s M. 
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Let &, E Ju,,, be such that ]I c#+, - C$ I] T + 0 as n + 00. For cp E E consider the integral 
equation 
u,(t)=S(t-s)p+ 
I 
‘S,(t-r)~(r,u,(r))dr+~,(I), CE[S, T]. (4.7) 
By 4.2.2 equations (4.7) have solutions u, on [s, T] such that 1) u,, )I T S const( T, M, cp). 
By (Fl) we obtain 
for a certain constant c > 0 independent of m, n EN. By Gronwall’s Lemma the 
sequence (u,) is fundamental in @(s, T; E). It is easily seen that the limit u solves 
the equation t 
u(t)=S(t-.ss)qY+ So(~-~).f(~, U(T)) dT++(t), ~E[s, Tl, 
and 11 u IIT s const( T, cp, M). The uniqueness of the solution follows easily from 
Gronwall’s lemma. Hence (A4) is verified. 0 
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